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When The Final Curtain Comes Down
There‘s no business like show business! Don’t you get the feeling that we’re living in
a play? From one minute to the next we don’t know what’s going to happen. In the
morning there’s big news. Mid-morning there’s more news. Nighttime could be a
big bang of news, and it goes on and on like that. Sometimes we have a relatively
quiet period, but that’s always followed by unbelievable, strange news that we
never would have dreamed of.
The times that we are seeing now, are very much like what’s written in the Nevuas,
and I would imagine that most of us feel that it’s a sign that Moshiach is almost
here, and it is. However, something is going on that we don’t understand, because
things took a dramatic turn from the moment that the twin towers fell. From that
moment strange and disastrous things have become everyday events. By the time
one unbelievable happening happens, the next one is exploding. We all feel it. We
all feel fear. We feel emptiness in our hearts. Life has lost much of its taste,
especially the Gashmiusdik life. Air travel has become a frightening thing, and if not
frightening then very degrading, especially when you have to go through x-rays that
show a person without clothes on, where everybody that’s traveling could take a
peek, and if you don’t agree to do that then you are open to a physical search which
is very very degrading.
We’ve become a world without happiness, without the Gashmiusdik frivolous
Simcha and the true deep Simcha. We have become a world of confused people not
quite finding our direction. We keep doing the things that we are used to do, but it
doesn’t seem to have meaning, and the road doesn’t seem to lead to anywhere in
particular. We can’t plan things like we once did. We used to plan that in six months
exactly we’re going to the dentist. We could plan ahead of time where our three
year olds are going to go to college or what they would learn. Today people are
empty and are afraid. Money is hard to come by except for those eighty-five people
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in the world that own more than half of the wealth of the world. For the rest of us
it’s just an everyday struggle to borrow more money and more money. We are
getting into a major rut full of fear and nervousness, full of being frightened for our
children and worried for our future, and this is felt all over the world.
Here in Eretz-Yisroel we have been in the last few weeks dealing with tragedy after
tragedy. First there were many traffic accidents, many children drowning in
swimming pools in their own homes, and many other terrible things, but when
those three boys were kidnapped and then found murdered in the worst way, and
before they were murdered there was a young single woman murdered in a terribly
cruel way, this has brought us to some kind of sober reality that tells us that we are
in a big trouble. How could Jewish young men, Jewish boys kill an Arab boy in such a
cruel way. It’s a big shock for a Jew to feel that another Jew could kill like that,
burning him alive. True, it’s a war, but still how could it be in our generation that a
Yid could kill in such a cruel way, even though the Arab is the enemy?
Well, the first thing I will tell you is that the Nevuas and what is happening today
coincide exactly. It’s interesting how Hashem makes His world. We all know that
eighty-five people control most of the world’s wealth. They control the wealth and
that means they control the world. Besides those people, there’s a whole group of
people who have all kinds of strategic positions in order Chas Vesholom to bring this
world under the control of the Reshaim. These Reshaim are Edomites, and they
don’t like the Arabs, and they don’t like the Jews. The Jews they can tolerate if we
agree to be like them. However we’re not like them, and never will be. They have
with all of their wealth and control of the world, almost brought all the Arab
countries to their knees, not by coming in with the armies of Europe and America
etc., but by causing inner strife. They write the script and they provide the players
and they are sure that they’re controlling the world. They are very informed about
the Nevuas, and they are going exactly according to them, and this makes everyone
feel, rightfully so, that all the Nevuas are coming out true. Therefore, everyone is
having thoughts about Olam Haba, about Hakodosh Boruch Hu, and for the nonbelievers maybe the beginning of faith, but the plan ends there, ends where the
prophecies continue, and at that point they go in different ways, because the plan
of the Edomites is to control Eretz Yisroel and to sit in Jerusalem and to rule the
world from here and that brings us to what’s happening today.
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You feel like you’re in a play, like everything has been thought out. Even the
murders have been thought out. Did Arabs do it? Did someone else do it? Is
everything really true? Somehow all the stories we are told have holes in them,
don’t seem exactly correct like many things that happened in the United States. If
we go back over history, we can find these discrepancies in many places.
We feel we’re in a play. We feel that a script has been written, actors chosen, and in
many cases they’re not very good actors, but it’s a deadly, deadly show. The leading
actors of the show are murderers. Blood is shed and they are going to try to take
over Medinas-Yisroel. Eretz Yisroel is the main point of the world for the three main
religions. Of course, Eretz-Yisroel was promised by Hashem only to the Jews and not
to the Goyim, only to the Jews and it will stay only for the Jews, so any Edomite that
thinks they are going to come and rule here is going to have a very very big surprise.
Until now Hashem has let them do what they wanted to do. He has let them plan
and succeed, even though it was almost impossible for them to succeed, but
Hashem has let them succeed.
At one point they are not going to make it anymore. They are going to fall apart.
Hashem is going to punish them. They’re going to realize what they’ve done wrong.
They are going to realize that the Satan isn’t Hakol Yachol. He’s only a creation of
Hakol Yachol, of Hakodosh Boruch Hu, and because he is a creation of Hakodosh
Boruch Hu, he can’t do what he wants. He is only a creation of Hakodosh Boruch
Hu, like all of us, like the whole world, like everything in the whole universe, and
only Hashem decides when it will end. The Devil, or the Yetzer Horah, or the Malach
Hamaves, or the Satan whatever you want to call him, (he has many names,) will be
chopped up into pieces so-to-speak, and recycled in different points of creation, so
his parts become positive, but the Yetzer Hara will disappear, and the Reshoim will
disappear, but not before they are punished in the worst way.
Now, Am-Yisroel, I beg you. Now that I have given this historical background up to
this point, I beg you open your eyes. Don’t you see what they are trying to do to us
here in Eretz-Yisroel?! They’re trying to make us Goyim, and that will be the final
solution, Chas Vesholom. They are trying to do it with all kinds of plays, with all
kinds of actions to make us not believe, Chas Vesholom, in Hakodosh Boruch Hu.
They are trying to confuse us. They’re trying to bring Goyim here in the thousands,
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to make us like Goyim. They’re pushing their money into our Gemachim, into our
Shuls, into our Yeshivas, into our Kollels so we will be dependent on them. They’re
gathering information about us so that they can come after us whenever they feel
like, and most of all – they are trying to change our religion.
They are trying to take from us the Bris Milah. They are trying to take from us the
Kiddushin of marriage. They’re trying to force us to be Chilonim, to be either
without a religion or accept their own created religion. They are trying to force you
to go in their way by giving you what you want the most money, food, whatever you
need. True, they’ve also caused us a very difficult time financially throughout the
whole world. It seems now, also in Eretz Yisroel, that we were saved almost for the
last. We didn’t have financial troubles until lately, and now we are at the top of the
list for everything, because they are ready to take over. They are building
apartments, luxury apartments for their people here in Israel. They’re building
buildings and shopping centers and trains and train tracks and all kinds of things
that they have money for. The light rail was built to make it easier to get around the
city of Jerusalem that has always been the center of the world, the center of the
heart of every human being, Hashem’s center, where they want to come and sit
instead of Hakol Yachol, instead of the Shechina, Chas Vesholom, but it won’t
happen, it won’t happen!
So, Am Yisroel, be strengthened. Come closer to Hashem. The Gashmius is going to
fall very much, but don’t be afraid because Hashem is with us, and those who are
with Him, He will be with them. As I have said many times, no Jewish Neshoma will
be lost. If you trust in the idols of this world, and if you trust in the Egel-Hazahav,
then of course, it will be much harder for you to do complete Teshuva, but if you
trust Hashem – nothing will harm you. He will take care of you completely, whether
you need food or clothing or a place to live, warmth in the winter and coolness in
the summer. Do not worry. He only is Hakol Yachol. He can defeat any army. He can
stop any atomic bomb. He can do anything, and we are His children that He loves
particularly, His favorite sons and daughters. Don’t be afraid. We will survive. We
will survive and they will not. When the final curtain comes down on this grotesque
play that the Reshoim have written, we will go into Olam Habah of Moshiach, into
eternity and they will disappear totally from the stage of this world and of all the
worlds.
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